The work consists of investigation results of diagnostic efficiency of a new azimuthally stable Mueller-matrix method of analysis of laser autofluorescence coordinate distributions of biological tissues histological sections. A new model of generalized optical anisotropy of biological tissues protein networks is proposed in order to define the processes of laser autofluorescence. The influence of complex mechanisms of both phase anisotropy (linear birefringence and optical activity) and linear (circular) dichroism is taken into account. The interconnections between the azimuthally stable Mueller-matrix elements characterizing laser autofluorescence and different mechanisms of optical anisotropy are determined. The complex statistic, correlation and fractal analysis of coordinate distributions of such Mueller-matrix rotation invariants is proposed. Thereupon the quantitative criteria (statistic moments of the 1st to the 4th order, correlation moment, fratal parameters) of differentiation of histological sections of uterus wall tumor -group 1 (polypus) and group 2 (adenocarcinoma) are estimated.
Introduction
Biological tissues represent structurally heterogeneous optical anisotropic media with absorption. To describe interactions of polarized light with such complex systems more generalized approximations are required based on Mueller-matrix formalism. Nowadays many practical techniques based on the measurement and analyses of Mueller matrices of the investigated samples are applied in biological and medical research. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . A separate direction -laser polarimetry -was formed in matrix optics within 10-15 years [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . On its base the interconnections between the set of statistical moments of the 1 st -4 th orders [11, 12] , correlation [11, 12, [15] [16] [17] , fractal [11, 12, 18, 19] and singular [11, 12, 20] parameters were determined, which characterize the distributions of Mueller-matrix elements, and the parameters of linear birefringence of fibrillar protein networks of human biological tissues. On this basis the diagnostics of pathological changes of skin derma, epithelial and connective tissues of women's reproductive sphere organs, etc. has been realized [12, 14, 15, 18, 20] .
The optical techniques of investigation of biological tissues called "optical biopsy" are widespread in modern medical diagnostics. The analysis of luminescence of such objects has a special place among the optical biopsy techniques. One of the most attractive directions is the intrinsic fluorescence or autofluorescence.
The applied-physics fundamentals of laser radiation usage in the tasks of diagnostics of typical pathological processes by laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy are elaborated [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] :
• Inflammation -peritonitis diagnostics;
• Ischemia -monitoring of acute myocardium and cerebral ischemia;
• Biological tissues degenerative changes. However, in modern literature there is practically no information on polarization manifestations of fluorescence effects in biological tissues. Thus, the task of complex unification of diagnostic potentiality of both the techniques of laser polarimetry and laser autofluorescence proves to be important.
In this research the model of generalized optical anisotropy inherent for protein networks of the tissues of women's reproductive sphere is suggested and on its basis the method of Mueller-matrix mapping of laser polarization autofluorescence of histological sections of biopsy of benign (polypus) and malignant (adenocarcinoma) tumors of uterus wall is applied.
Brief theory
The following model ideas concerning optical anisotropy of protein networks are used as the basis for the description of laser polarization autofluorescence of biological tissues.
The formation of laser polarization autofluorescence is based on the mechanisms of optically anisotropic absorption (linear and circular dichroism) and mechanisms of phase anisotropy (linear and circular birefringence) that modulate the secondary radiation of protein molecules and their structures.
Amino acids and polypeptide chains (primary structure of protein) made by them form the fibrillar (secondary structure) protein networks possessing the linear dichroism. Optical manifestations of such a mechanism are exhaustively described by the next Mueller matrices: { } 
where 
Still not all the elements of Mueller matrix (9) appear to be convenient for characterizing the biological tissue sample. The reason for that consists in azimuthally dependence of most matrix elements -in general, 12 of 16 elements change at rotation of the sample around the probing axis. It is shown in [1, 6, 8, 10] 
The analysis of the above presented rotation invariants (10), (11) shows their individual "information" loading caused by different contribution of anisotropy mechanisms (1)- (8) of the protein network.
On the level of secondary fibrillar structure of protein network of biological tissue the linear dichroism ( τ Δ ) prove to prevail. The symmetry of matrix operator (9) in this case is transformed to the following form: 44  43  44  42  44   34  33  24  32  33  33  23  32  32  33  22  32  31   34  32  24  22  33  32  23  22  32  23  22  22  21   34  13  24  12  33  13  23  12  32  13  22 
The presence of circular dichroism ( C ) related to the peculiarities of third-order structure of protein fibrils is manifested in the non-zero rotation invariant
It has already been mentioned that autofluorescent re-radiation by protein structures is modulated by the mechanisms of phase anisotropy. Let us consider this statement in detail. In the visible part of the spectrum the manifestations of phase anisotropy predominate -linear and circular birefringence. Extreme values of the parameters of linear ( τ Δ ) and circular dichroism ( C ) of proteins are in the ultraviolet domain. In other words,
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It goes from (16) that the values of rotation invariants ( ) • benign tumor (polypus) -group 1 (21 samples);
• malignant tumor (adenocarcinoma) -group 2 (20 samples). Histological sections were prepared according to standard technique on the freezing microtome. For each of such layers the presence of optically anisotropic protein networks is typical -fibrillar, collagen and muscle fibers. Optical properties of a collagen fibril are similar to those of uniaxial crystal with optical axis directed along the axis of a fibre. According to the assessment made in [11, 12] , the difference of main refraction indices Δn amounts to about 2.5×10 -3 . Birefringence and dichroism of the network of muscle tissues are also determined by their fibrillar structure. The parts of muscle fibers made up of unidirectional oriented molecules of myosin show optical anisotropy. In [11, 12] the following assessment of birefringence of muscle tissue is suggested: Δn = 1.4×10 -3 . The third-order structure (circular dichroism) of the molecules forming optically active polypeptide chains is different -continual spirals of collagens and transversely-striped structure of optically active myosin and optically isotropic actin.
Technique of measuring coordinate distributions of Mueller-matrix rotation invariants
The measurements of coordinate distributions of Mueller-matrix elements characterizing polarization properties of histological sections of uterus wall tumors were performed in the setup of the standard Stokes-polarimeter. The detailed description of the optical scheme and basic parts of experimental setup was presented in a series of articles [11] [12] [13] [14] . In this research for autofluorescence excitation we used a diode laser with the wavelength m μ λ we used the synthesis of traditional methods of statistic [11, 12] , correlation [15] [16] [17] and fractal [18, 19] analysis.
Statistic analysis
The set of statistic moments of the 1 st -4 th orders which characterize distributions q was calculated using the following algorithms ; 1 
Proc. of SPIE Vol. 9066 90661X-5 where N -number of pixels of CCD-camera. (19)). Figures 1 and 2 present the series of experimentally measured (relations (18)) Mueller-matrix images ( ) n m M ik × characterizing laser polarization fluorescence of optically anisotropic histological sections of uterus wall tumor of group 1 ( Fig. 1) and group 2 (Fig. 2) . 
Correlation analysis

Analysis and discussion of experimental results
The analysis of the data obtained shows the common regularity -the non-zero value of all the Mueller matrices elements characterizing polarization fluorescence of histological sections of uterus wall tumor. This can be explained by the fact that Mueller-matrix elements characterizing the mechanisms of linear ik ϕ (relations (1), (2)) and circular dichroism ik φ (relations (3), (4)), are the components of all Matrix elements ik M , determining the generalized anisotropy of protein networks (relation (9)). However, like it was assumed during the model analysis (relations (13) , (14)), polarization autofluorescence is the most vividly manifested in coordinate distributions of Mueller-matrix rotation invariants 41 M (circular dichroism) and 14 M (linear dichroism) of the samples of group 1 and group 2. Such distributions are illustrated by the series of coordinate (fragments (1), (2), (5), (6)), autocorrelation (fragments (3), (7)) and logarithmic (fragments (4), (8)) dependencies presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . (1), (2), (5), (6)), autocorrelation (fragments (3), (7)) and logarithmic (fragments (4), (8) The comparative analysis of the data obtained showed:
• Linear dichroism (Fig. 3) . The range of change of relative values in coordinate distribution of Mueller-matrix rotation invariant 14 M of the sample of malignant tumor of uterus wall (fragments (5),(6)) is 2-2.5 times lesser if compared with the similar distribution obtained for a histological section of benign tumor (fragments (1), (2) ). This fact can be related to destruction of orientation structure of fibrillar network of collagen and myosin fibers of the sample from group 2. Due to this, manifestations of the mechanisms of laser polarization fluorescence caused by absorption anisotropy of linearly polarized radiation decrease (relations (1),(2),(13)). As a result of pathological degradation of such mechanisms a random coordinately heterogeneous distribution ( )
is formed in the plane of histological section of malignant tumor. The corresponding autocorrelation functions (fragment (7)) readily coincide, while for logarithmic dependencies ( ) 1 14 log log (Fig. 4) . Malignant pathological changes of the uterus wall tissue on the level of third-order structure of polypeptide chains of collagen and myosin are manifested in the following changes of Mueller-matrix rotation invariant distribution 41 M . Firstly, the level of laser polarization fluorescence of circularly polarized components increases (fragments (1), (2) and (5), (6)). Secondly -a rather coordinately homogeneous distribution ( ) Thus, the statistical, correlation and fractal analysis of Mueller-matrix invariants of laser polarization autofluorescence caused by the mechanisms of linear and circular dichroism proved to be efficient in the task of differential diagnostics of benign and malignant changes of uterus wall. 
